
 

Acting I - �e Basics of Acting
�rough improvisation, creative play, group scene work, imaginative exercises, and story making, the 
foundation for a technical actor has begun.  With an emphasis on support and inclusion, a safe playing space 
is developed and everyone has the opportunity to blossom both personally and creatively.  Life skills such as 
eye contact and team work are emphasized.  During Semester 2 we will rehearse and perform an original play!
Acting II - Acting and Production
A continuation of Acting I with an emphasis on learning acting technique through improvisation, 
monologues, and scene work.  Improvisation allows actors to explore the many facets of their personalities 
and unlock new and exciting character choices.  Skills such as quick thinking, support and acceptance, 
listening, trust, and connection and commitment to character are developed through our �ne-tuned 
curriculum that is unique to TPAC.  �e class culminates with a performance of a published play!
 Pre-Requisites Acting II: Acting I and faculty recommendation, ample theater experience and faculty approval, or 
 simultaneous enrollment in Conservatory Musical �eater and faculty approval.
Acting III - Acting and Production
A continuation of Acting II with an emphasis on character development through improvisation, monologues, and scene work.  Students will

Acting Classes

Musical �eater (grades 1-2)
�is class introduces Broadway musicals to our youngest stage stars. Learn the very basics of singing, dancing, and acting while having fun 
being imaginative and creative! We strive to encourage con�dence both on stage and o� in this class!
Musical �eater I and II
Each class begins with a physical, vocal, and dramatic warm up. Dance combinations are taught using age-appropriate music from 
contemporary and classical musicals. Vocal technique and coaching are included in each class using popular Broadway repertoire.
Improvisation, group scenes from musicals, and basic acting techniques are discussed and explored. Stage presence and con�dence are greatly 
emphasized.  Our tried and true curriculum has been nurturing young performers for over 10 years!
 Pre-Requisites Musical �eater II: Musical �eater I and faculty recommendation or ample theater experience and faculty approval.
 Pre-Requisites Musical �eater II-III: Musical �eater II and faculty recommendation or ample theater experience and faculty approval.

Musical �eater Classes

Musical �eater III, IV, and V
�ese classes are geared towards the pre-professional performing artist.  Students study a variety of musicals 
through challenging choreography, vocals, and scene work from dynamic Broadway shows. We focus on 
auditions, tackling a role once you've been cast, acting a song, building a strong vocal and monologue 
repertoire, vocal coaching, dance technique, improvisation, and cold readings.   Students are exposed to a 
range of Broadway repertoire. Students learn how to tackle a myriad of characters, songs, and dance styles 
from the musical theater genre.  
 Pre-Requisites: At least two consecutive years in our Musical �eater level II curriculum and above and 
 faculty recommendation.  Additionally, MT IV and V require at least three consecutive years in our MT curriculum.
Spotlight Experience (Hairspray)
Students will study, audition for, and rehearse a musical to be performed in our Black Box in May!  

rehearse for and perform in a published play at the end of the year in our Black Box studio.
 Pre-Requisites Acting II-III and III: Acting II and faculty recommendation.
Acting IV + V - Advanced Improv and Play Production
�roughout the course of the year, students will expand their knowledge of improvisation technique 
through intensive training in preparation for two improv showcases.  Additionally, we rehearse weekly for 
a published comedic play to be presented at the May showcase.
 Pre-Requisites: Acting III and faculty recommendation.
Acting & Directing
Learn acting technique and direct your own scenes!  Learn the art of directing for the stage!
Play Production (Ramona Quimby)
Students will study, audition for, and rehearse a non-musical play to be performed in our Black Box in May! 
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